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Ligentia Group purchases the business and assets of Air & Cargo Services Ltd 

Ligentia Group purchased the business and assets of Air & Cargo Services Ltd on the 13th December 2018. The deal 
sees Ligentia providing a home to Air & Cargo Services’ employees and in doing so, delivers continuity of service to 
customers who will also be offered a warm welcome and rapid on-boarding into the Ligentia community. The 
integration also strengthens Ligentia’s UK footprint and the organisation’s global freight forwarding proposition. 

As trusted partner to some of the world’s leading companies, the purchase will see Ligentia's fast expanding global 
network grow to 70+ offices, employing 450+ staff and generating annual revenues of £160m in 2019. 

Ligentia customers enjoy stability, reliability and agility underpinned by proven, innovative technology to drive 
supply chain performance and control. 

Ligentia’s Chief Customer Officer and MD for Europe, Dan Gill explains: ‘This deal supports a focus on offering 
technology-led freight forwarding solutions to customers around the world. We will be rapidly integrating 
knowledge and capabilities to continue to deliver as a trusted partner to both our long-term and new customers’. 

For further information visit www.ligentia.com  

_______________________________________ 

About Ligentia: 

Ligentia is a Global Freight Forwarder and Supply Chain Management provider, offering services based on an integrated and seamless approach to local and 
global logistical solutions. Ligentia’s global network covers over 120 countries worldwide ensuring customers benefit from an extensive network. Ligentia invests 
heavily in IT across their operating system Cargo Wise and their Global Supply Chain System, Ligentix, which delivers continuous value to Ligentia customers.   

In addition Ligentia’s skilled team of logistical experts have the resources and flexibility to satisfy any required level of service with the commitment to provide a 
totally customer-orientated experience. Most importantly Ligentia aims to develop mutually beneficial relationships with their customers with the goal of 
becoming their ‘Trusted Partner’. Customer retention is key to Ligentia’s success and they are proud to be the service provider of choice to many leading 
retailers and manufacturers.  
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